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PRESS RELEASE  
 

Santiago Ramos joins KIC Motorsport in  
Formula Regional European Championship by Alpine 

 

Rome, February 28, 2022 
 

After having confirmed the young Italian Francesco Braschi, team KIC Motorsport announced the second driver of 
its 2022 Formula Regional European Championship by Alpine line up. 
 
Filling the ranks of the Finnish team, there will be the Mexican Santiago Ramos turned 18 last January, at his third 
season in single-seater but at his debut in the European series. 
 
Ramos, before moving to open wheels, started his career competing in several karting championships such as 
SKUSA SuperNationals, German Kart Championship and WSK Euro Series, then he moved to the Italian and Spanish 
Formula 4.  
 
Santiago Ramos - driver 
 
“I’m very excited in competing with KIC Motorsport for the upcoming season. In December 2021 we had excellent 
winter tests with the team and since then it was clear for me that KIC Motorsport was the best choice to develop my 
career. In tests I felt excellent chemistry with all the mechanics, engineers and team principal Petri Lappalainen and 
therefore I strongly feel that we will push ourselves forward in order to make a great season together.” 
 
Sampo Suonsilta - team chief engineer 
 
“We're very happy to sign Santiago Ramos for season 2022 to KIC Motorsport. In first half of the season 2021 he 
injured his back and therefore he was forced to skip events. However after the recovery in second half of the season 
he made superb comeback with strong pace and after showing his talent in tests which were taken place in December 
2021 we shared our common goals. Therefore we're more than happy to welcome him as a part of KIC Motorsport 
family.” 
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